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Tue following communication from Mr. Roebling has been a long 
time on hand, and by some mischance became mislaid—we do not fear 
| that it has spoiled by keeping, but we owe an apology to Mr. R. for our 

neglect. We have never seen this subject examined before; it is one 
§ which needs notice only to lead to highly useful practical results. 

We respectfully solicit a continuation of these favors from Mr. R. 

For the Railroad Journal and Mechanies’ Magazine. 

| A Treatise on ‘Reservoir Locks ; by J. A. Rorsiine, Civil Engineer. 

By the term Reservoir Locks, is understood Locks connected with 
| Reservoirs which receive and reserve a certain portion of the lockage 
| water for the purpose of floating a vessel from one level to another,.and 
| which reserved portion of water is let into the lock-chamber again when 
another boat is passing the lock. As the reservoirs are alternately draw- 

' ing and discharging a certain portion of the water, it is obvious that they 
_ may be so located as to use a far less quantity of water for passing vessels 
_ through the lock than is commonly wanted. 

' . These preceding remarks will be sufficient to attract the attention of 
» Eugineers, and lead to the suggestion that this kind of lock is of the 
| greatest importance in a country where the summer season is generally 
' dry, and where the want of a sufficient supply of water for lockage often 
| interferes with navigation ; further, that hy means of these locks expense 
| will be saved, and that a canal may be constructed, and kept navigable, 
' where in the other case sufficient water could not be furnished for sup- 
| plying common locks of ordinary lifts. An eminent engineer in England, 
| where this subject is at present treated! with much interest, lately claimed 
_ to be the inventor of these locks, but without any right. As far as the 
writer of this is informed, but one lock of the kind in question has ever 
been constructed until this day. This lock was built in France, under 
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362 A Treatise on Reservoir Locks. 

the reign of King Louis XIV, by an eminent engineer at that time. Mr, 
Belidor im his * Architectura, Hydraulica,” gives a brief account, and a 
eross-section of that lock, which has about twenty feet lift, and stands at 
the point of junction of two canals. The level of one canal lies twenty 
feet above the level of the other, and the lower canal is supplied with the 
necessary water by the upper one. The ground at the junction, in the 
direction of the lower canal, drops down at once, nd offered a favorable 
opportunity for the construction of a high lift-lock, with reservoirs. The 
head of that loek is constructed in two offsets, with two upper gates to 
divide the pressure of the water against the gates. ‘This lock answers-the 
purpose in every respect, and draws not quite seven feet water from the 
upper level, for passing a boat through the chamber. About three mi- 
nutes of time more are required, when the two reservoirs are used, than 
when not, for the passing of a boat, and there is no more stamping of the 
boats during the passage than in a Jock of seven feet lift, as the head of 
the water-pressure is never above seven feet. 

The first locks of this kind, in this country, are now being constructed 
on the Sandy and Beaver Canal, under the direction of Mr. E. H. Gill, 
Chief Engiueer on that line, who by this improvement will considerably 
add to the already well-established credit which that work greatly deserves, 
for the superior construction of its splendid locks and dams, and in fact, 
for the solidity of all the works. Mr. E. H. Gill occasioned the writer to 
examine into tlie nature of this object to establish its theory, and demon- 
strate formule for computing the best dimensions of the reservoirs, the 
location of the communicating culverts and valves, and the water saved. 
He afterwards experimented with a model, to see how the theory agreed 
with the reality, and satisfied himself in every respect as to the practica- 
bility and the utility of reservoirs. 

As the saving of water depends on the number of reservoirs attached to 
a lock, their areal extension, and on the placing of the culverts and valves, 
this matter must be rightly understood, and all dimensions must be fairly 
calculated, which calculations, however, are very easily performed. I 
offer here‘a general demonstration of the theory of this object, which for 
its plainness will easily be understood. 

The number of reservoirs, attached to one lock, may be one, two, three, 
four, and even more ; a greater. number than four seldom will be required 
and found applicable ; in most cases two reservoirs will answer the pur- 
pose. But there may be locations found where the ground offers suffi- 
cient room, and suits well for the construction of four reservoirs, two on 
euch side of the lock, and where by these means a very great saving of 
water will be obtained. 

The annexed drawing, No. 4, shows the cross-section of a lock of four- 
teen feet lift, with a reservoir of 5,400 superficial square feet, on each 
side. The Diagrams 1, 2 and 3, are likewise to represent cross-sections.of 
the lock-chamber and reservoirs on each side.. By the linearshadings are 
represented the different stages which the water will alternately occupy 
in the chamber, and in the reservoirs. The lines A B and S M represent 
the upper level, and the lower level, in all the Diagrams; and by the lift 
of the lock, is to be understood the elevation of the upper level A B above 
the lower level SM. These two levels are supposed to be always per- 
manent,.and not to. be altered. : 
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DiaeraM I}. 

To make the case more’ simple, it is supposed"that each reservoir is to 
‘pe as long as the lock-chamber 1s in the clear, and twice as wide, so that 
the area of each reservoir be equal to twice the area of the chamber. Let 
the required height which the water will cocupy in the upper reservoir, be 
denoted by the letter z; the height of water in the lower reservoir, be 
denoted by y. 
By examining the first Diagram, any one will admit the following 

suppositions: 
1. When the valve of the upper reservoir is opened, a quantity of water 

ABC P of the chamber will enter the reservoir and will flow in till the 
water surface in the chamber and reservoir, C P and P D, form one level. 
Now, suppose this reservoir shut, and the valve of the lower reservoir 
opened, the quantity of water marked by C P Q H will escape and enter 
the lower reservoir, till the water surface is sunk to an equal level G Q H. 
After the lower reservoir is shut, there remains a quantity of water in the 
chamber, marked by the letters Q H S M, which lies above the lower level, 
and of course must be drawn off into the lower canal, in order to clear 
out the boat. 

2. Now, take the case reversed ; when a boat is to pass from the lower 
level to the upper level. After the boat has entered the chamber and the 
lower gates are shut, open the paddle of the lower reservoir, and draw the 
reserved water into the chamber. All dimensions being right, this quan- 
tity of water should exactly fill out the space S M OK, so that the top- 
water line, O K, and the bottom of the reservoir, 1 O, be in one level, and 
no water remains in the reservoir above that level. The boat will now be 
raised to the level of OK. After the lower reservoir has discharged itself, 
shut it, and open the paddle of the upper reservoir, and draw off its 
reserved content of water. This quantity of water should exactly occupy 
that space in the lock chamber marked by E NOK, so that no water 
remains in the reservoir above the level of N F, representing the bottom of 
the upper reservoir. T'o raise the boat to the level of the upper canal, a 
quantity of water A B E N is yet required, which must be drawn from the 
upper level into the chamber, after the valve of the upper reservoir is 
shut up. , 

In the first case, that quantity of water which has actually been drawn 
from the upper level, is marked by the lines SM OH, the quantity of 
water saved, is marked by A B Q H. 

In the second case, the quantity of water actually spent, is marked 
ABEN;; and the quantity saved is marked SMEN, As the area of 
each reservoir is supposed to be equal.to twice the area of the chamber, . 
the space which a certain quantity of water occupies in the chamber will * 
be twice as high, or deep, as the space required for the same quantity of 
‘water in one of the reservoirs. Hence it follows, that 
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and CQ = 2QO0= OS = 2y 

The whole lift A S, or 

L= AC+ CQ+ Q0+ 0S 

or L = 2t + Qy + y + 2y = 22+ Sy 

and likewise is ‘L— BP+PN+NK+ KM 

or L = 2x + 2 + 2a + 2y = Sr + By 

Hence 2 + by = 5a + By © 

or 4y = 32 WI 

consequently g= 2 ain 

The quantity and stage of water in each reservoir are therefore required aln 

to be equal. 
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Let the ratio which indicates how many times the area of the lock-cham- b 
ber is contained in the area of each reservoir, be denoted by the letter R, 
so'that when the area of the chamber is equal to 90 x 15 = 1350 square 
feet, let the area of each reservoir be expressed by R x 1350 square feet. 

By examining the Diagram 3, it follows now, as a matter of course, 

that - OS=Rz=Km=Kn=QC=PB=AC 

By adding the different altitudes, which constitute the lift, we find 

{| L = Re+a-+- Re = 8Ra-+v = (BR+1)2 
‘L 

t= 3R+1 

which expression gives the stage of water in the reservoirs, provided there 
are two. Without any further examination we can employ the following 
expressions as formule for the uther required dimensions. 

and therefore, 

1. The elevation of the bottom of the lower reservoir above R.L 

the lower canal level,or OS = Rz = 5 Rp: 

2. The elevation of top-water line of the lower reservoir (R+1) L 
above the lower canal level, QS (R+1)z = “=z 

8. The elevation of the bottom of the upper reservoir above 9 p 
the lower canal Jevel, or NM = 2Rz = 3R+1 

BEA Or Pegs aN 
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4, The water saved, marked by the space MSEN, or BAHQ 9 os 
= AQ =MN=2Rze= “lle 

3 R+1 
5. The water used, is marked by MSQH, or ABEN = SQ R+1) L 
=BN =(R+1)z = ee 

By examining the formula No. 4 for the water saved 
: 2RL 

3 R+1 

we find that the saving increases with the ratio R, though not as fast. 
When we suppose R = w, that is, the area of each réservoir to be infi- 
nitely great, so that z, or the stage of water in each reservoir, will be 
almost reduced to nothing, the formula will then be . 

2RL  2oL . 
. = . ry ; 3R+1 30+1 yoq 

As the quantity 1 does not increase an infinitely great quantity, 

2aL 2aL 2L..% L 

30-41 .. -8@..,.: 8. . = 

The greatest saving of water by two reservoirs is therefore equal to 
two-thirds of the lift of the lock. However, this much can never be gained } 
in reality, though we can come near to it, without extending the reservoirs f 
too much, which would imply other inconveniences, as increase of cost, : 

; 

it follows, 

loss of time, and loss of water by greater evaporation. The foregoing 
result of the maximum of water saving will become also visible by mere 
examination of the Diagram, No. 2. We see that when the stage of water 
in the reservoirs, or x = PN = QO, becomes, by being spread over an 
inflnitely great surface, reduced to an infinitely small height, the points 
P and N, and Q and O, will be brought so near together, that they may 
be regarded as being reduced to the single points N and O, and therefore is 

SO = OF = EA =iL | q 
and the water saved = SE or BH = 2 L. 

Be ne 

| 

For a given lift L == 14 feet, and R = 4, or the area of each of the 
two reservoirs to be equal to 5400 square feet, where the lock-chamber is ny 

| 

supposed to be 90 x 15 in the clear, we find 

- bn o == 1-077 feet K 7 
—~3R+1 8x4+1~ ‘3 

The elevation OS = Rx = 4X1:077 = 4:308 

_ The elevation NM = 2Rz = 8616 

Water saved, = 2R.z = 8 616 

Water used = (R+1)z = 6385 

By means of two reservoirs of 5400 square feet area each, a boat may 
therefore pass a lock of 14 feet lift, and not use more than 5°885 feet 
water, drawn from the upper level, where formerly, without Reservoirs, a 
body of water of 14 feet height had to be used. 

The following table shows how the quantity of water saved, increases 
with the area of the reservoirs, supposing two reservoirs attached to the 
Lock ; 
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2RL 3.32.1 
For R = } the water saved, or 3Ry1 ~ 3441 = 0285 L 

R= 4 sc “cc és 0:400 L 

R = # * ss . 0-461 L 
Rie i a ss ss 0:500 L 
Reit au ss 0545 L 
R= 3 as “s “ 0-571 L 
R=3 " ¢ “ 0:600 L 
R= 4 “ ss 0-615 L 
R= 5 ‘“ rT; iT; 0-625 L 

R = 10 75 “ “ 0644 L 
R = 10) as « 6s 0°664 L 
R = 100 at “ ts 0 6664L 

R=@ . - ” 0°6666...L 

When only one reservoir is attached to the lock, the formule for all the 
required dimensions will be found: 

L 
f 1. The water stage in the reservoir, or = Rt 

2. The elevation of the bottom of the reservoir above the 
! R.L lower level, is expressed by Rx = wt | 

2h+1 e 
Cc 

3. The height of the water saved is = Rx = 

4. The height of the water saved is = (R+1)z = 

5. The maximum of water saved by one reservoir is found 
@ D 

“sari Xba * b= be 
By means of one reservoir, therefore, nearly one-half of the lockage 

water may be saved in reality. 

Diacram 3. 

a ran y ee eS ee 

‘When four reservoirs are attached to the lock, as Diagram No, 3 shows, 
we find the lift 

L = Re+2+Rz+R2+Rz+Rz = (6R+1)x and 
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t= 

The elevation of the bottom of the lowest or the first 
reservoir above the lower level =Rz= 

The elevation of the bottom of the second reservoir 
above the lower level =2Rr= 

The elevation of the bottom of the third reservoir 
above the lower level =3 Rz= 

The elevation of the bottom of the fourth reservoir 
above the lower level =4Ra2= 

6R+1 

4RL 

5R+1 

6. The water used is: =(R+1)z = (B+ nL 
3 K+ ‘ 

5. The water saved is 

7. The maximum of water saved is represented by 
4R8L_ 4% ,_4", “eL 
5R+1° 50+1° ° +5 @ oe 

This demonstration shows that by means of four reservoirs attached to 
ene lock, nearly four-fifths of the lockage water that is wanted by a 
common lock, may be saved. 

Diacram 4. 

tity | 

ZF 

The annexed drawing, No. 4, represents a cross-section of a lock of 
fourteen leet lift, connected with two reservoirs ; each reservoir to have 
5400 superficial square feet area. It is immaterial how the bottom of the 
reservoirs is formed, and it is necessary to hive it below the level of the 
culverts, in order to prevent the dirt from being raised and carried into the 
Jock-chamber. The bottom of each reservoir should be, at least, one foot 
below the mouth of the culvert, or lower, so that at least one foot of water 
remains in each reservoir, after the reserved water is discharged. The 
main object in constructing the culverts is, therefore, to have the points 
N and QO, or the highest point in the bottom of the culverts, so fixed above 
the lower canal level, that their elevation answers the expressions given by 
the foregoing formule. 

The culverts in the lock-wall embankment are represented in the 
drawing to be of wood. The culverts in the wall itself must be con- 
structed either in the form of rectangular syphons, or straight linear 
inclined, so that the mouth of the culvert of the lower reservoir opens inte 
the lock-chamber, below the lower canal level ;, and the culvert of the 
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upper reservoir enters the lock-chamber at an elevation equal to 2Rz, 
above the former culvert. The reservoirs may be formed either by exca.- 
vation or embankment, as the ground suits best. Where the natural 
ground is pretty’level and square to the centre line, and the lock-walls 
are to be raised about one-half their height above the natural ground at 
the middle of the lock, it requires but very little excavation and embank. 
ment to form the reservoirs. It often occurg that a depression in the 
ground, or a natural basin, near the lock, can be used to great advan- 
tage as a reservoir, requiring nothing but a little more culvert. Where 
there are two reservoirs, they must be located either, one on each side of 
the lock, or both on one side, as the ground suits best. In the latter case, 

the two reservoirs must be separated by a dam, either formed by excava- 
tion or embankment. The bottom of the reservoirs, and their side slopes, 
should be covered with coarse gravel or slaty material, if such material 
can be had conveniently, in order to keep the water more fresh and clean. 

The paddles are best placed in the upper parts of the culverts, as repre- 
sented in the drawing, in order to prevent a great pressure of the water 
from the reservoirs towards the lock-chamber, and to keep the water 
safely shut up. ‘The paddies should fit very close, and move in iron 
frames. 

Whenever the supply of water is plentiful, the boats may pass the locks 
without using the reservoirs, for saving a little more time. However, the 
excess of time which is required by using the reservoirs, is very trifling, 
and the passage can be effvcted with far less inconvenience and injury to 
the boats and locks, when the reservoirs are used, than when not. The 
objections which any engineer has against high lift locks, will be entirely 
removed by the construction of reservoirs. Reservoir-locks will be found 
very useful on slack-water navigation, where it is a great object to reduce 
the number of dams. If in such a case the river-bank on the side.of the 
lock offers no favorable opportunity, and not sufficient room, without 
removing great obstacles, as solid rock, &c. for the location of the reser- 
voirs, the required width can always be obtained by shifting the lock a 
little more into the river, and by omitting the lock embankment. A bridge 
built along the lock wall over the reservoir, will serve for a tow-path in 
this case. The attendance of a reservoir-lock requires no more skill than 
a common lock, as the state of water in the reservoirs and the chamber 
regulates itself, and the lock-keeper has nothing more to observe than to 
open the paddles, and to shut them as soon as the water level gets settled. 
When the upper and lower levels are raised in time of a flood, the water 
will then occupy a different state in the reservoirs, and the contemplated 
saving of water will not be obtained exactly. In such a case, however, 
to save water is no great object, and the reservoirs will prove just as 
useful in all other respects. 

Second Report of the Commissioners appointed to consider and recommend 
a General System of Railways for Ireland. 

We have received this yaluable document, and examined it with much 

pleasure. It contains a great mass of useful professional information, 

from which we shall draw at times for the benefit of our readers. That 

part which relates to Atlantic Steam Navigation we give entire, and 

et 
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Inquiry into the Practicability of Atlantic Steam Navigation. 369 

although written before the success of the experiment was determined, it 
contains many valuable suggestions for farther examination. We recom 
mend the subject of reefing paddles to the ingenious mechanic, as worthy 

of experiment. 

* 

Inquiry into the Practicability of a Steam Navigation to America. 

Attuoven the experiments for effecting a steam navigation with 
America are actually in progress, it may be some time before the difficul- 
ties and inconveniences that must be experienced at first, will be removed, 
and it may be, consequently, of some service to offer the few observations 
which, in compliance with our instructions, we had already drawn up, on 
the circumstances and principles affecting the practicability of the voyages 
by steam. 

It is a subject which has been discussed with great earnestness, 
by different parties ; and statements, greatly at variance with each other, 
have been made in support of the one and of the other side of the question. 

As it is necessary to have some determinate distance in view, we shall 
select Cork Harbor as a point of departure ; for it may be observed, that 
if the voyage be practicable from that port, it will be so likewise from’ 
Berehaven, Valentia, the mouth of the Shannon, as well as from other 
Western harbors of Ireland; and on the other hand, the difference in any 
of these cases is so inconsiderable, with regard to the whole distance, and 
the facilities for entering and leaving so nearly equal, for steam-vessels, 
that we can scarcely consider the voyage as practicable from any one of 
these, and impracticable from Cork; besides, as we have already 
remarked, that if it be found practicable from Cork, it will be equally.so 
from London, Bristol, or any other English port; because this may always 
be made the ultimate point of departure, where the vessel may receive her 
final sea-stores, her coal, the mail, and such passengers as may prefer to 
join her at that place. Now, the distance from Cork to New-York is 
about 3000 miles, and two questions present themselves in connexion with 
this fact, namely : “ What is the greatest distance we may consider as 
falling within the present capabilities of the most powerful and best ap- 
pointed steamers; and what increased capabilities have we a right to 
anticipate from the continued progress of that steady,course of improve- 
ment which has hitherto accomplished so much ?” 

In the first place, without any reference to improved means, it may be 
stated as the result both of theory aud practice, that the larger the steams 
vessel, or the class to which a steam-vessel belongs, the greater (all other 
things being the same) to her capability for speed and length of voyage. 

To look at the question theoretically, it is clear that the means of stow- 
age will be, at least, proportional to the tonnage, which latter will vary 
as the cube of the dimensions of the vessel, while the resistance will only 
vary as the immersed section, which is as the square of those dimensions; 
consequently, if the power of the engines and consumption of fuel, be 
made proportional to the tonnage, the speed will be greater, and the du- 
ration of the voyage in time being the same, the length of the voyage, as 
tegards distance, will be in the same ratio as the speed. 

On the other hand, if the power of the engine be only increased pro- 
portionally to the resistance, that is, to the immersed section, then the 
consumption of coal per hour being increased in a less proportion than 
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the means of stowage, it is obvious that with the same velocity as before, the 
fuel will last longer, and the length of the voyage, both in time and dis- 
tance, will be proportionally greater. 

To illustrate this in numbers, and to show the effects of adopting the 
one or the other of these means, we will take a vessel of any given tonnage, . 
as for example, 585 tons, atid assume her to have a certain’ medium rate 
of steaming, say, eight nautical miles per hour, aud that her fuel will last 
her 19 days, the whole length of her voyage beimg, therefore, 3648 miles, 
(which are the numbers specifically stuted by Captain Anston, of H. M. 
Steam Sloop, Medea,* as exhibiting the capabilities of that vessel), and 

_ Tet us inquire what would be the capabilities of another, on the same mo- 
del, of 1670 tons, in point of distance, supposing, first, her power increased 
proportionally to her tonnage, and secondly, that it is increased propor- 
tionally tothe resistance, or to the transverse section. 

To double the tonnage of a vessel, preserving the same proportions, 
her linear dimensions must be increased, as 100 to 126, or as | to the 
cube root of 2. 

Consequently her sectional area,or resistance atthe same,is as 110 to 158 
And her tonnage, stowage, &C., a8. ... 0.0 cece cece cece e e100 to 200 

Now, in the first case, the power being as 200, and the resistance as 158, 
the increased force per square foot of the section will be as 158 to 200; 
and the resistance overcome in a given time being as the cube of the 
velocity, the speed will be increased as in the ratio of the cube root of 158 
to the cube root of 200, or as 100 to 108, and the length of the voyage, in 
regard to distance, will be greater in the same proportion. 

In the second case, viz., increasing the power of the engines only in 
proportion to the sectional, the velocity will remain as im the ‘former 
vessel.; but the proportional consumption of coal will be less in the ratio 
of 200 to 158, and consequently the length of the voyage in distance will 
be increased as 158 to 200, or as 100 to 126. se 

Hence, the capabilities for distance ofa vessel of double the tonnage of 
the Medea, would be, according to the first arrangement, 3,939 miles, 
and according to the latter, 4,641 miles. 

It may not, at first sight, appear obvious, how it happens that so great 
an increase of distance should arise out of this difference in proportionine 
the power of the engines, but a little reflection will show that a large 
proportion of fuel is expended in obtaining the last portion of any acquired 
velocity. In fact, speed is almost the only quality which has hitherto 
been considered worthy of attention, in a steam-vessel, the consumption 
of fuel having been seldom or never regarded. Nothing can be more 
obvious, however, than that speed can be purchased only at a great cost. 
The resistance varying ss the square of the velocity, to raise the speed, 
for example, from 8 to 9 miles per hour, requires an increased consump- 
tion of fuel in the ratio of 64 to §1, to go the same distance, and of 512 to 
729, to steam for the same time; or, which is the same, to increase the 
speed one-eighth, requires an increased consumption of fuel of one-fourth, 
which necessarily Icads toa great sacrifice in respect of capability of 
distance. 

This result, although sufficiently obvious in a theoretical point of view, 
seemed to require confirmation by experiment; application was accor- 
dingly made to the Admiralty to permit a trial on one of the government 
steamers, and the result fully confirms the above theoretical deduction. 

* See Captain Anston’s Report to the Admiralty, Note G, 
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The only means which presented itself of making the trial experi- 
mentally, was by using the steam at'a reduced pressure, viz., by reducing 
the pressure, shown by the steam-gange from 34 Ib. to tlb., or the whole 
pressure, including the atmosphere, from 18 Ibs. to 153 lbs. With this 
reduction of power, the velocity was reduced only from 8-08 miles per 
hour to 7°95 miles per hour. The number of strokes was reduced from 
25 to 23, aud therefore the effective steam power expended 18 x 244 to 
J53% x 23, or as 109 : 79, the speed was reduced as 100 to 96 (see Mr. 
Barlow’s Report to the Admiralty, Note F). 

It appears, therefore, that in order to allow a vessel to perform the 
longest voyage with « given consumption of fuel, we must not urge her 
on all occasions to the utmost of her speed, aud there can be no doubt, 
that as soon as the question becomes,‘* How to go the farthest,” the inge- 
nuity of our engineers wiil be as successfully employed in increasing the 
capabilities of a vessel for distance, as it has hitherto been in increasing 
it for speed. 

Of course, the means of reducing the power above spoken of, viz., by 
reducing the steam pressure, is not supposed to be the best way of effecting 
the object; it was had recourse to in the experiments as the only one 
which readily presented itself; the same purpose would probably be 
effected in practice, by using the steam more or less expansively ; and we 
learn that this is proposed to be dote by a peculiar construction, both in 
the engines of the British Queen, building fer the British and American 
Steam Navigation Company, and by Messrs. Maudsley and Co., who are 
now making those for the Great Western. 
There is also every reason to expect that much will be effected in point 

of increased speed ut the commencement of a long voyage, and during 
the voyage, without incurring an additional expense of fuel, by the inven- 
tion of some ready means of reefing the paddles. At present, taking the 
most powerful of the governmeut steam-vessels, as for example the 
Phenix—her immersion, with a full cargo of coal and sea-stores, is 
between three and four feet more than at the end of the voyage, when 
all are expended. Her paddle-boards are, therefore, wholly immersed 
and smothered at the beginning of the voyage, in order tliat they may be 
at all efficient at the end of it. The consequence is, that an immense 
amount of power is expended, besides all the heavy shocks which the 
engine sustains, by the boards at the most unfavorable angle. 

Now, if means should be devised of remedying this evil by a ready 
method of reefing the paddies, there can be no doubt that at the com. 
mencement of a long voyage, the boards would be brought up two or 
three feet nearer the axle of the wheel, and be gradually expanded as the 
vessel becomes lightened ; and on other occasions, of favorable weather, 
as much skill would be exercised in managing the paddles, as is now 

employed on the sails and rudder, all which would tend to increase the 
capabilities of a vessel for the performance of a long voyage. 

We are aware that certain forms of paddle- wheels have been used, with 
a view to preventing the shocks the engine sustains in the cases to which 
we have alluded ; but those consist of a number of moving parts, liable to 
derangement and accident, and difficult to repair, which ¢ seem to render 
them Qnkt for along voyage. ‘There are also other propositions for alter- 
ing: the form of the wheel, Vide by replacing the persent whole paddle 
board, by two or three more new boards, set in certain steps, to meet tlie 
water at the most, favorable angle, under the medium state of the vessel, 
and experiments are at this time being made at Woolwich, by order of the 
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admiralty, to ascertain the advantages of this proposition. We are how- ass 

s ever of opinion, that the great difference in the state of the vessel between int 
her starting and the cumpletion of a long voyage, requires that her paddles, \ 
whatever may be their form, should be adjustable according to circum- of | 
stances, not only of the lading of the vessel, but of wind and weather. dou 

{t appears also by recent experiments made by order of the admiralty, tior 
that great as are the improvements which have been made in the different give 
parts of marine engines, and in the construction and appointments of the the 
vessels, there still remains much to be effected, particularly in properly Am 
proportioning the size of the paddle boards to the power of the engine. . 
From the experiments alluded to, it has been found that by gradually re- pre 
ducing the area of ihe paddle board from 12} feet to less than 8 feet, the tha 
speed of the vessel (the African) was at every step increased, and that it ps 
was only when the board was reduced to Jittle more than six feet that the rep 
speed began to decline ; and even then, it was greater than with the board in | 
of 124 feet. This result is certainly extraordinary, but it is not less true hot 
and important—while it shows how much still remains to be effected, and ma 
how much we have reason to hope for from the exertions and ingenuity ve: 
of our engineers. sta 

It may be observed, that the admiralty,acting on the facts thus elicited, rol 
has ordered the African to’ be furnished with paddles, consisting of two tag 
boards each, the whole of which is only 6 feet 104 inches; whereas the | 
whole paddle was 12 feet 3 inches. the 

The Rhadamanthus has also had her paddles reduced one-fourth. sa 
There can be no doubt, therefore, that the paddle boards hitherto em- 8a 

ployed have bven generally much larger than is required, and that vessels 
have been unnecessarily shaken and the engines strained in consequence, thi 
for it appears that this kind of motion is no less remarkable than the ob- to 
served increase of speed. it 
We may remark that the experiments above alluded to, on the African, H 

were made on the River Thames, and many persons, in consequence, felt er 
great doubt as to the effect of such small paddles.at sea. _It is therefore I 
satisfactory to us to be able to state, on the authority of a letter from P 
Captain Beechy, R.N., who has now had several months experience, that hi 
the boards have proved equally effective at sea. On one oceasion a trial re 
was made by adding a third paddle to each radical bar, and the result was er 
a considerable imminution of speed. re 

Improvements are likewise in progress, in respect to the form of con- gi 
densers, and in many other matters relating both to the vessel, and the 
Engine. re 

There are also other considerations to be attended to; the flues of the Ww 
boilers will require cleansing; although from some facts that have come Pp 
to our knowledge, this is not so frequently necessary as has been supposed. te 
We have instances ofa vessel steaming for eleven days, without cleansing b 
her flues, and with but little diminution of draught; and it will be seen by 8 
referring to the very valuable remarks of Captain Austin, (note G.) that C 
this operation is not essentially necessary more than once in seven days, h 
or perhaps even during the voyage to America. And we understand it »¢ 
was proposeed by Messrs. Maudsley & Co,, to form the boilers of the u 
Great Western in four distinct parts, at eighteen inches from each other, I 
which will allow of any one being thrown out of work—to be emptied, f 
filled with cold water, and cooled down so as to admit of its being cleaned c 
without its interfering with the working of the engine, a time being, of t 
eaurse, selected for this operation, when the vessel shall require the least ! 
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assistance from steam power. The same principle will also be followed _ 
in the boilers of the British Queen. 

Weighing all these circumstances, and relying on the immense resources 
of mechanical skill which this country possesses, we can entertain no 
doubt that means will be speedily devised, of economising the consump- 
tion of fuel, and of making the best use of that which is expended, so as to 
give to steam vessels a greater capability than is necessary for crossing 
the Atlantic, and that a voyage from Ireland, as the poiut of departure for 
America, is already fully within the powers of steam navigation to effect. 
We have hitherto spoken of a vessel, as a steamer only, but it is to be 

presumed that she will gain much by the power of her sails. it appears 
that the steaming powers of a vessel are by no means incompatible with 
possessing good sailing qualities. Referring again to Captain Austin’s 
report, it will be seen that the sailing rate of the Medea, when on a wind, 
in a strong, single reefed topsail breeze, in smooth. water. is 8 knots per 
hour, and in a moderate quarterly gale, 114 knots; and that her tacking © 
may be depended upon in strong breezes, in sea, fully equal to a sailing 
vessel of war in light winds, when she has steerage way. Again, it is 
stated that in treble reefed topsail breezes, while cruising with the squad- 
ron. we have found to wear considerably upon them, showing the advan- 
tage of the great quantity spread in the fore and aft sails. (See note G ) 

There is therefore every reason to expect, even in an outward voyage, 
that a vessel properly construcied and rigged, will benefit greatly by her 
sails; and it is of the utmost importance that she should, in such case, 
save her fuel, or use it in the most economical manuer. 

In the Medea tiiere is an easy mode of disconnecting the wheels from 
the engine, and under the most favorable circumstances the former are let 
to run loose, and the engines stopped ; but Captain Austin would prefer, if 
it were always practicable, to reef the lower boards, or tw remove them. 
He also recommends on other occasions, for the sake of economy, to 
employ one engine and set of boilers, with their fires, &c. ; and a similar 
roceeding was adopted by the Captain of her Majesty's Steam-ship 
hanix, when he found that three-fourth speed was obtained with one 

half the fuel; but the means provided in the engines to which we have 
referred, will effect the objects here contemplated, much more conveni- 
ently, by using the steam more or Jess expansively, as circumstances may 
require; and by a judicious application of these means, no doubt 
great economy and great advantage will be obtained. 

Being desirous of obtaining all the practical information within our 
reach, on this important question, we have called for and been supplied 
with a report from Lieutenant Davis, R. N., commanding H. M. Steam- 

packet Gleaner, who has been accustomed to steam navigation for eigh- 
teen years. ‘This report relates to many points which do not properly 
belong to our inquiry, but in that part which relates to the capability of a 
steam vessel to cross the Atlantic, we find that it agrees with the reports of 

Captain Austin, Captain Oliver, and others, in enforcing the condition of 
his urging the vessel to her greatest speed ; of economizing the consump- 
tion of‘fuel when the sails are available, and of saving the fuel altogether, 
under strong adverse circumstances. We may remark, indeed, that 
Lieutenant Davis recommends the application of a lower amount of 
of steam-power than we have found to be the general opinion, but this is 
only a difference in degree, not in principle.. Ofthe capability of a vessel 
to perform the voyage, no doubt is entertained by any of the above expe- 
rienced officers, provided only that the commander be a man of judgment, 
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and one well acquainted, by practical experience, with steam navigation. 
There will ba, undoubtedly, considerable difference in the time, between 
the outward and homeward voyages; but without the light which expe- 
rience can throw on the question, it would be impossible to compute with 
accuracy what the amoun! of that difference may be. At present, with 
the sailing packets of the first class, between Liverpool and New York, | 
the average time outward is 36 days, and homeward 29 days. It will, of 
course, be much closer, when steam is employed. s 

In order to form a probable estimate by comparison, we have ascer- forw 
tained that the mean time of our Mediterranean packets and Cape Ech 
Finisterre is 74:4 hours, and from Cape Finisterre to Falmouth, 62-2 hap 
hours. The former, being the mean of sixteen passages, and the latter for it 

twenty passages. We have also obtained a return of H. M. Steam. incr 
packets, to and from Liverpool and Kingstown, for the first six months, ther 
from January to June, 1837, both included, and it will be scen, by refer. give 
ring to Note I, that the difference of time is only 39 minutes; the mean gre: 
time being 13 hours 15 minutes ; and the mean speed, for the whole time, the 

: nine nautical miles per hour. Now, as the difference of these times, in 100 

both cases, is due to the prevalence of Westerly winds, and as it is to the ‘T 
same cause we must attribute the anticipated difference in the passage to Lor 
and from Ireland and New York, we are perhaps justified in as-uming, abo 
that the powerful steamers, such as the British Queen and Great Western, fore 
will perform their return voyage in 14 or 15 days, aud their outward twe 
passage in 16 or 18 days pric 

We therefore repeat our firm, deliberate opinion, the result of most I 
careful and anxious inquiries, that a transatlantic navigation by steam, con 
between Great Britain and America, is practicable, and that Cork is, at faci 
present, the most availabie Irish departure. plo 

Note F.— Experiments on Steam Vessels. a gau 
Letter from Mr. Barlow, to Sir John Barrow, Bart. dot 

Woolwich, 7th November, 1836. - 

Sir :—I beg to inform you, that agreeable to the permission given me } 
by my Lords Commissioners, I this day, with Mr. Ewart, made the experi- hay 
ment suggested in my former letter, on the Echo steamer ; there being on hoi 

board 48 tons of coals, and stores for channel service. 97 
We found the pressure of steam in the boilers by the steam gauge, 4, 

pounds per inch, and by the usual trial ascertained the main speed, per 
° hour, to 8:42 miles 

The sieam was thin, as suggested by me, and reduced to 14 pounds per 
square inch, as shown by the same gauge, and the mean speed, found as Cx 
before, was 8 46 miles per hour. “i 

The result is certainly extraordinary. I anticipated a reduction of ae 
speed, but less in proportion than the reduction of fuel. We found, how- of 

. ever, no change of speed, or if any, in favor of the reduction of fuel. Every we 
thing was satisfactorily conducted. The time was taken by two persons ¢ § 4), 
independently, and Mr. Ewart attended to the steam gauge and manage- ny 
ment of the fire. dr 

Although we could not tell the exact difference in the quantity of fuel ‘pa 
consumed in the two cases, it was obviously much less, as indeed it ought th 
to be, seeing that the quantity of steam used was nearly 26 per cent. less. a 

‘rhe experiment is therefore well deserving of attention, and as it may be th 
repeated with only about an hour and a half additional time, whenever the 
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usual experiments on the speed ofthe vessels aremade. I have reason to 
n, {§ hope that their Lordships will give directions to that effect ; avd | shallin 
on that case feel myself much obliged by being furnished with the results. 
e- _ have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant, 
th [Signed] PETER BARROW. 

¥ ‘Copy of a letter from Mr. Barlow to Charles Wood, Esq., M. P, 
on _ Woorwicu, 2d March, 1837. 7 

Sir :—In compliance with the request of Sir Charles Adam, I beg to ih 
T- forward to you a concise abstract of my experimeuts on H. M_ steamers fe 
De Echo,and Lightning, and the conclusion t draw from them, although per- i 
2 haps, they require to be confirmed by one or two other experiments. KH 
or it is well known that the resistance of water to a boy moving in it, a 

n increases much more rapidly than the proportion of the velocity, and i 
S, therefore that the quantity of fuel requisite to increase the speed to any y 

r= given velocity, as for example, from 9 miles to 94 miles, would be much i. | 
th) greater than in the latter proportion; in fact, that by being content with ; 
e, the former speed, the same fuel would, in some cases, carry the vessel } 
in 100 or 200 miles further than with the latter. ( 

1e This was my theoretical view of the subject, and by permission of the 
to Lords Commissioners, I put it to the test of experiment in the two vessels } 
g, above named, and the result was, that by reducing the power, and there- , 
n, fore the expenditure of fuel one-sixth, the speed was reduced only one B | 
rd twenty-fourth; aad this result is in a great measure confirmed by the z | 

prior experiments of Captain Oliver, on H. M. steamer Dee. : a 
st I consider, therefore, that it would be desirable that the Captains in E 
n, command of H. M. steam-vessels should be made acquainted with the 
at fact, and that they should be recommended, when their vessels are em- : 

ployed on services which do not require the greatest speed, (at all cost) | 
and when wind and weather are favourable, to work with their steam Bi | 
gauge at not more than one pound above the atmosphere. This may be . 4 

done by allowing their fires to act with less energy, without requiring any Bt 
other change, and the full power will be always at command, if any 
circumstanve should require it. t 

e There can, I think, be no doubt, that this practice, in such cases as I ' 
= have supposed, would allow the same distance to be run at 9 miles per 
n hour, with one-eight fuel than if the speed were forced all the voyage to 4 

9? or 95 miles per hour. ' 

Feet I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant, 
is PETER BARLOW. 

4 Pin-making.— Triumph of Machinery.—At Messrs. D. F. Taylor and 
. Co.’s patent solid-headed pin manufactory, near Stroud, the machinery ec 
f simultaneously performs the various functions, with little noise or effort ie 
, while converting the rings of wire into pins, without the instrumentality "a 

% of any manual assistance whatever; for while one combination of the a 
y machine is drawing forward, and straightening the wire, and cutting it to 
i “ & the required length, another apparatus is forming and smoothing the point, 
af a third compressing and shaping the head, and a fourth detaching and 
r drawing out the pin in its finished state, which falls into a receiver j\re- 4 

‘pared for it ; thus forty-five pins per minute are made by machines, while‘ 
‘4 the whole plant is producing the almost incredible number of three miilions ‘ 
a two hundred thousand pins daily, exceeding nineteen millions weekly 

throughout the year.—Mining Jour. 7-4 

Sper Mae rr 
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New Material to be applied to Dwelling Houses, to render them capable of 
resisting Fire. 

About the middle of November, 1837, the scientific world was some 
what startled by observing, in the newspapers, an announcement that a 
discovery had been made and perfected, of a material to be applied to 
dwelling-houses, capable of entirely resisting the action of fire ; that an 
experiment was to be made to prove its efficacy, at White Conduit 
House, Nov. 25, 1837; and that the presence of all parties concerned 
was requested to view the exhibition. It might have been supposed that 
the answer to this appeal would have been universal; and, as parties 
generally attend where there is nothing to pay, and they really are inter. 
ested, that half London would have been present on the occasion. But, 
unfortunately, Jolin Bull has had ‘* Wolf!” shouted to him so often of 
late, mighty discoveries have turned out “such fantastic tricks,” that he 
as gro wn very sceptical indeed. There was, however, a tolerably nu- 
merous party collected at White Conduit House on the day of experi- 
ment; some, of course, interested in its success; others, perhaps, equally 
so in its downfall. The material is, in appearance, a cement, and, like 
it, may be applied withthe trowel, or with a brush in the manner of paint. 
Mr. Dewitte, the inventor of this composition, consilers that it should 
be applied to the timber of a house while building, about a quarter of 
an inch thick ; or_it may be employed instead of the common plaster 
now in use, as it can be worked with equal facilty, and polished and 
painted the same. Sufficent quantity has not yet been prepared to form 
any certain estimate of the expense; but he considers thatthe cost of 
preparing the whole of the timbers of an 8 or 10 roomed house’ would 
not exceed 30/. or 40/. For the experiment, two little wooden houses 
had been constructed ; the one prepared interiorly, with the exterior just 
washed over to show the nature of the composition, and the other left in 
its natural state. ‘These were filled with shavings and fired: the one not 
prepared was, of course, immediately one mass of flame, while the other 
resisted every effort to ignite it. It was delightful, at this moment, to 
watch the disappointment of the oppositionists, who afterwards took an 
unfair advantage of a neglect on the part of the proprietors. When the 
burning mass of the unprepared house was at its greatest heat, they bu- 
sied themselves to turn it round close upon the other building, through 
Mr. Dewitte assured them that the exterior of the building was not pre. 
pared. After some time it began to burn, and they gloried in their tri- 
wnph, until the one building, having burnt ‘itself out, dropped to the 
ground, and discovered the side of the other partially burnt away, but 
with the inside coating and the rest of the buildnig as perfect and un- 
harmed as if it had never been touched, notwithstanding the furnace 
heat that had been applied to both sides of it. The persons assembled, 
among whom were Mr. Barry, and other eminent architecis and scien- 
tific people, declared themselves perfectly su ‘sfied of the complete suc- 
cess ofthe material : the only hope expressed w::s to see the experiment 
tried on a larger scale, when the proprietors shu‘! be better prepared for 
it. Convinced of its perfect efficucy and value, i trust they will umme- 
diately set about preparing a more extensive trial, to prove to those who 
are s0 anxious to throw cold water on the invention, that it is of no more 
use in stopping their progress, than it would be in stopping the progress 
of the flames when we shall enjoy the security of having our houses pre- 
pared with their composition.—A. December, 1€37. Arch Mag. 
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First Russian Railroad from St. Petersburg to Zarskoe-Selo and Paw: 
lowsk, established by imperial deeree of 2ist March, 1836, and carried 
into execution by a company of shareholders in Russia, England and 
‘Germany. Translated from the German. 

Continued from page 355. 

The works executed on the whole line in the course of last year are de- 
tailed in the Chevalier’s Third Report as follows :— 

The Drainage of the lands on each side of the railway embankment 
was effected the first thing in the spring, by intersecting them with 
trenches, which was the more necessary as a great part of the railway 
runs on a mossy soil, the drainage of which, and particularly that part 
where it passes through the bog of Schuschars, had been commenced at 
@ great expense in the reign of the Emperor Alexander, but not completed, 
By this trenching, which cost nearly 30,000 rubles, the grounds to the 
right and left of the line were drained and materially impreved. The rail- 
way, as it was projected by the Chevalier, lies wholly on an Embankment, 
the average height of which is 10, feet, or 14. feet of earthwork, if the 
depth of the trenches (24 feet) be included. ‘This height was adopted to 
facilitate the sweeping off of the snow by the wind, an object much as- 
sisted ly the forests having been cleared for a breadth of 420 feet, and by 
the straight line of the railway. In Russia every turnpike read passing 
through a forest has a clearing of 210 feet on each side, and the same 
privilege was. granted to the company for this railroad. 

The embankment contains 77,000 cubic fathoms, of which 61,376 cubic 
fathoms, or,779,703 cubic yards, were finished last year; therefore about 
16,000 cubic fathoms rémain still to be raised. As this work was not 
commenced until the 9th May, and continued only until the end of Sep- 
tember, it being the custom of the labourers to leave off work in the early 
part of October, in order to return to their homes, to which many have to 
travel hundreds of miles on foot, it follows that the remainder can be com- 
pleted within the first two months of the thaw in the spring of 1837. 
There is the Jess doubt of this, as the greatest confidence has been created 
in the contractors and labourers, by the pecuniary arrangements adopted 
by the Directors. All the payments were made weekly on the spot, in 
the presence of the workmen, and eyery account was made up immedi- 
ately work was over. This will naturaliy induce numbers to return it 
the spring, and speedily finish the remainder of the line. 

The Bridges are built of wood, as is customary in Russia; only the 
one over the outer canal, on aceount of its large spans, has stone piers. 
Thirty-four wooden bridges were finished last year, and the piling for five 
more completed. At the bridge over the canal, 23 cubic fathoms of na- 
sonry remain unfinished ; two smaller wooden bridges have not been be- 
gun, but all the forty-two bridges will certainly be finished early in the 
spring. 
SS a ment will be covered by a bed ofstone rubbish and ballast, 7 

feet wide and 15 inches deep, on which are placed the cross pieces, or tim: 
ber sills,104 feet in length, and 14 inches wide, to which the pedestals and 
rails are fixed by pins. The difficulty of conveying ballast by waggons 
to a line, mostly through a boggy country, prevented a sufficient supply 
being run on the embankment last year; the delivery is therefore now 
taking place by the sledge road. 

Of the Sleepers, above one-third has been already delivered, and the 
rest of the supply is now in course of delivery by sledge. 

Rails are laid down from the terminus of the line at Pawlowsk to Zar- 
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, skoe-Selo and Kusmino, 7} wersts, and in three other places rather more 
men 4. werst—in all, therefore, 7 English miles. By the end of July, 

7, at furthest, the laying down of the remaining distance, 114 miles, 
will be finished. : 

The Vauxhall building at the end of the railroad, has been constructed 
almost in the centre of the magnificent park of Pawlowsk. It is known 
that this park is three miles and a half in length, and nearly two and a 
half miles in breadth, and that, in point of situation, it may be considered 
one of the finest in Europe. The company’s building there is intended 
to receive the St. Petersburg public visiting the Park ; it has a frontage of 
350 feet, contains six saloons, two conservatories, forty apartments to be 
let to the public, and twelve rooms for the hotel keeper and his servants. 
A steam engine of cight horses’ power forces the water into a cistern at 
the top of the house, whence it is conducted, properly filtered, by pipes to 
the different parts of the building, supplying also a fountain in the grand 
saloon, and two other fountains outside. A gallery 32 fathoms in length 
leads front the railway to the building, so that travellers, arriving in rainy 
or snowy weather, may walk into the house dry. The building’ of this 
colossal edifice, whicl: has a stone foundation, but is otherwise built of 
‘wood, was nut commenced until the 7th July, but made so rapid a pro- 
gress, that before the end of September the roof of plate iron was already 
laid: During the whole of the winter the work in the interior was carried 
on, anil fires were kept up daily to dry the walls; early in the spring the 
stucco and other work wil} be begun, so as to fit this building for use at the 
opening of the whole line in July, 1837. 

At the Zarskoe- Selo station, two well aired sheds, each 105 feet,in 
length, have been‘erected, the one for three locomotive engines, and the 
other for sixteen railway coaches ; here also one of the English weighing 
machines has been put up. The stone foundation of the station and hotel, 
300 feet in length, was finished in the autumn, and the upper wood work 
proceeded with during the winter; it will be finished in the summer of 
1837, without fail. 

The erection of the Terminus in St. Petersburg, consisting merely of 
spacious premises for the reception of passengers, sheds or locomotives 
and railway carriages, work shops and dwellings for the officers, is now 
commenced, and wll be completed this summer. 

On each station a high tower of stone and brick will be erected, and on 
each of them will be placed one of the London turret clocks, the four 
transparent dials of which will be illuminated from the inside at night. 
The stations will also be lighted by reflectors. 

The railway within the town of St. Petersburg will be double and treble 
railed, but for the remaining distance will’ have only a sing/e line, pro- 
vided with numerous sidings ; the ground has been at once taken for a 
double track. As the railway outside the town, for sixteen English miles, 
forms a straight line, and as the English clocks at St. Petersburg, Zarskoe- 
Selo ard. Pawlowsk will correspond, a single line of rails will for the pre: 
sent suffice. On an increase of traffic a second line can immediately be 
added. ; 

As was before observed, the imperial grant was signed the 2fst March, 
1836, whereupon the Chevalier von Gerstner set out directly for England, 
to order the rails, locomotives, carriages, &c. &c.; on the 9th May the 
embankment was begun; on the 27th July the first English vessel with 
rails arrived at Cronstadt, and on the 27th September a distance of 3¥ 

- wersts of the railway, from Zarskoe-Selo to Pawlowsk, was opened. 
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‘The locomotives not having arrived, horse power was made wee of 
On the 3rd November the opening of the railway by the first locomotive 
ensued; since which the distance between Pawlowsk and Kusmino, 
about 4} miles, has been periodically traversed during the whole winter, 
on which occasions the concourse of people was very great. 

The locomotives performed their duty in the most satisfactory manner, 
for they were driven whilst the thermometer shewed 18° cold by Reau- 
mur, (8°5° by Fahrenheit) in high winds and rain, and on the 4th January, 
during a terrible snow storm. Besides passengers, the trains have con- 
veyed horses, sheep, pigs, large timber, wood for fuel, and every descrip- 
tion of equipage, placed on their respective lurries and platforms. Hither- 
to, no obstruction of any kind has occurred, nor has a single rail broken. 
Every one was convinced of the security afforded by tire gage that had 
been adopted, and how much it contributed to the ease of the traveller; 
for although the road had been only just made, and consequently the em- 
bankment could not have settled much, the motion of the carriages was 
so gentle, that those who had visited the English railways, which had been — 
opened for years, expressed their surprise, and highly approved the intro- 
duction of the wider gage. 

The anxiety of the public to attend the railway excursions was 80 great, 
that, for instanee, on the 24th January, there were 1533 passengers, al- 
though every one, in order to join in them, had first to come from St. 
Petersburg to Pawlowsk, 19 miles, and pay 18s. to a guinea fora sledge. 
A very favorable result may be calculated upon so soon as the line is car- 
ried into the capital. 

Each locomotive has six wheels, of which the middle or driving wheels 
are six feet in diameter ; the weight of a locomotive is 270 cwt. English, 
and of an empty tender 93 cwt.; an empty half open carriage with 24 
seats, weighs 78 cwt.; an empty coach with 30 seats, 68 cwt., an open 
waggon with 40 seats, 47 ewt. The whole weight of a train with 350 
passengers, is about 1600 cwt. 

To each locomotive, two plough shares are attached for clearing away 
the snow, and two brushes before the first pair of wheels, and four others 
between the next to sweep the snow clean off from the rails ; but as the 
snow in Russia is finer, and more in the nature of sand than that of other 

countries, it does not ball ; the snow apparatus has, therefore, hitherto 
not been made use of, as the snow has invariably been swept clean off 
the embankment by the wind, which generally blows strong in the neigh- 
bourhood of St. Petersburg. 

In the park of Pawlowsk alone, where the trees have been felled only 
to the width of four fathoms, and near the station at Zarskoe-Selo where 
the line is sheltered from the current of air by the building, the snow was 
cleared away by labourers, but the expense thereby incurred from the eom- 
mencement of the winter, did not quite amount to 300 rubles banco, 
about £12. 

After the Chevalier von Gerstner, in his Third Report, positively in- 
sures the opening of the whoie railroad from the station on the Fontanka 
to Pawlowsk, between the 15th July and 15th August, he adds, with re- 
ference to his management— 

‘‘ Whoever will bear in mind that the Imperial Decree was dated on the 
2ist March, 1836—that until then I could not take my departure for 
Belgium and England, for the purpose of giving the orders in those 
countries for the railway materials—that these orders came when the 
English manufactories and iron works were occupied night and day, to 
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First Russian Railroad. 

the utmost stretch of their capabilities ; whoever will bear in mind that the 
age of the English railways is 56} inches, whist ours is 72 inches, and 
therefore that not a locomotive, not a carriage or a turntable could be pur- 
chased and imported that had not to be planned and have new models 
expressly made for it, after which, and not until then, the various ma- 
chinery could be put in hand and made; whoever will further consider 
that every rail and piece of machinery, when finished, had to be convey. 
ed to some sea-port town, there to he shipped for Cronstadt ; on its arrival 
there, to be transhipped into lighters, to be brought on the Fontanka 
canal to St. Petersburg, again unloaded, and, frequently on the worst of 
cross roads and marshes, carried to the point of their destination on the 
railway, Shere to be laid down and adjusted or fitted up; whoever will 
calmly examine and weigh all these matters, will not withhold from the 
Direction of the railway of which I have the honor to be a member, the 
testimony that nothing but the greatest ardour and spirit, systematic 
management and punctuality, especially in the payments, could, in so 
short atime, have brought about a result which, in other countries, it 
generally takes years to achieve. 

“ As by the arrangement which the directors concluded with me in the 
name and on behalf of the Company, and by virtue of section ten of the 
Imperial Ordonnance, the works were committed to my management un. 
der certain conditions, involving great responsibility, I lost no time in ap- 
plying all my energies to the promotion of this great undertaking. 
“* Although I personally directed the works along the entire line, and 

traversed it continually on foot from St. Petersburgh to Pawlowsk and 
back again, I nevertheless thought it right to employ seventeen engineers, 
five of whom had yisited the railways in England, as superintendents ; 
besides these, upwards of thirty inspectors, and as many watchmen and 
soldiers were periodically present on the line. For erecting the machinery 
and as enginemen for the locomotives, ten Englishmen and two Belgians 
eame over—of the former five have returned. 

* Solidity of materials and accuracy of workmanship,—strict integrity 
in all money transactions,—the greatest publicity in the accounts,—inde- 
fatigable attention to the progress of the undertaking,—system and order 
in the management, were the points I kept in view from the moment in 
which I commenced this enterprize. By the observance of them I have 
brought the work, so far as regards my own department, to its present 
state ; by similar conduct I shall bring it to an honorable issue. Russians, 
Germans, Englisiimen, Italians and Belgians co-operated in our under- 
taking, and a stranger might not unreasonably have been astonished 
when, on the point of the line, at the building at Pawlowsk he heard five 
languages spoken and found the people of five different nations here, at 
so distant a point of Europe, united for one purpose—the promotion of 
our great object. : 

‘+ | consider it my duty to state, and do so with pleasure, that the Rus- 
sian population, so far from throwing obstacles in our way, have invari- 
ably been anxious to assist in the execution of the work. 

‘Incredible as it may appear to my foreign readers, I can state as a 
fact that no opposition has been evinced (as has almost invariably been 
the case in other countries) to so great an innovation. The proof is easily 
adduced, for not a single complaint of premeditated obstruction has come 
before the authorities. Our difficulties hitherto have been confined to the 
negociations with the proprietors of the plot of ground between the 
Ligofka and Fontanka, being town lands; without the town the farmers 
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freely ceded their lands: on the first intimation being given to them by, 
the surveyors, they cleared their forests to the width of 69 fathoms—nay, » 
they mowed the half ripe corn in their fields, in confident reliance that 
the compensation the law has awarded them would be duly paid. The- 
peasantry from the whole surrounding country worked on the line; and 
they were the first, who upon its opening crowded into our railway office, 
there paid their 40 kopeks for a seat, and availed themselves of the new 
conveyance. ‘The coachmen and innkeepers at Zarskoe-Selo and Paw- 
lowsk, immediately perceived the prospect of gain which was opened to 
them; the former arguing the increase of their business in the conveyance 
of such a number of persons to the stations, and the latter that they will 
have to accommodate crowds of visitors whom the Campany’s buildings 
will be insufficient to contain.” 
The total disbursements of the whole enterprize, out of the capital paid 

in, are— 

Disbursements| Remittances 
2 . Total 

Year 1836 in Russia, abroad. 

Rub. {Kop} Rub. (Kop| Rub. 

April........e.26++.| 130,000) — 45,443 175,443 
May...ccccccseeeee| 51,748) 20 | 297,971 349,719 
PROBE a din cia's vets ¢ vf. QDR 22,423 142.952 
Buly's ois cssos oo ccee oes} 218,485 503,043 721,52s 
August.....0..-..{| 183,813) ‘ 44,716 228.529 
September.......++.| 249,120 1,200 250,320 
October. ..0....0+++| 222,366 191,121 413,487 
November...........| 116,791 onieae 116,791 
December...........| 53,393 —— 63,393 

Total Payment in iam 356, 247 1,105,920 2,462,167 
From 1 to 25 Jan. 1837 

ADOUt. .. ee eevee ees 40,000 oo 40,000 
os 

|,896,247| O1 |1,105,920' 14 |2,502,167 

The number of share-holders in the railway is, according to the com- 
pany’s lists, in the Governments of— 

St. Petersburg. ..... 372 
Moscow ....++-++ 186 
Wiatha ....esee06 19 ivoni Smolensk .... 

{as Wladimir 
Novgorod. , «+....... 8 | Woronesch. .....- | 

10 | Esthland 

together in the Russian Empire 641 shareholders 
In Germany and England pee. 

We now come to the proper odject of the Zarskoe-Selo railroad, its 
probable. traffic, and the profit the shareholders are likely to derive from 
it. Upon this subject the Chevalier von Gerstner thus speaks, in his 
Memoir of 20th March, 1836, in consequence of which the company was 
formed : 

“* St. Petersburg, the modern capital of the Russian empire, was found- 
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ed by Peter the Great in 1708, at the entrance of the Neva into the Gulf 
of Finland, in alow, and formerly quite a marshy country. However ad- 
vantageous this site may be for trade, it has been attended with incalcul- 
able disadvantages ; amongst which may be reckoned the periodical 
inundations, of which the 71h November, 1824, afforded so dreadful an 
example ; the changeable state of the weather and temperature, the fogs 
which envelope the town, the difficulty of constructing sewers for carrying 
off the impurities from the streets, and of laying down pipes for spring 
water. The canals which intersect the town are no doubt of importance 
for the conveyance of fuel and building materials to the town; but they 

likewise serve as receptacles for filth, and in the heat of summer fill the 
air with offensive effluvia. ‘The sewers of the principal streets, for want 
of sufficient fall are at intervals obliged to be opened, and the contents 
laid in the streets and carted away. The consequence is, that the ex- 
-halations, especially in warm weather, are very unwholesome, and hence 
the urgent necessity that the inhabitants of St. Petersburg should, at that 
season, leave town to reside in the country.” 

Hitherto the country houses have been confined to the adjacent islands, 
elevated only a few feet above the Neva, and in spring and autumn, there- 
fore, covered with fogs These islands, nevertheless, were generally fill- 
ed with temporary residents, and country houses continued to spring up 
in the immediate vicinity of Petersburg. The cheerful town of Zarskoe- 
Selo is 16 English miles from St. Petersburg, situated on an eminence 
bordered by the Neva. The imperial palace there is 220 feet higher than 
the Neva; the town of Pawlowsk, 24 English miles further, lies 105 above 
the Neva. ‘The charming situation of these two places, and of the im- 
perial parks adjoining, are sufficiently acknowledged and admired ; but 
owing to the distance from tle capital, not above 300 families could an- 
nually reside there in summer. Notwithstanding the distance, however, 
both were much frequented on Sundays. - 

For a coriveyance to Zarskoe or Pawlowsk, 18s. to 22s. sterling is paid ; 
for a place in the stage coach 34 rubles, and as much back; neverthe- 
less from enquiries instituted by government in 1834, the number of 
equipages passing from St. Petersburg to Zarskoe-Selo and Pawlowsk, 
and back again, for one year. was 70,386. employing 178,187 horses. At 
the rate of one passenger for each horse, the present annual transit of 
persons would thus be 178,187, of whom half or 89,093 make the journey 
there and as many back. This great traffic may be attributed to the de- 
lightful situations of the towns, as well as to the circumsatnce that in 
Zarskoe-Sclo and Pawlowsk 5 regiments, with 300 officers, are stationed, 
including the two depot regiments, one of infantry, and one of cavalry, 
the officers of which change every year or two, as they only learn the 
routine of duty here, and then return to their stations in the interior of the 
empire; the traffic therefore on the part of the officers is the same, winter 
and summer. 

From the perfect construction of this railway, 16 miles of the line being 
straight, with a medium rise of 1 in 1028 the whole journey to Zarskoe- 
Selo will be performed in thirty five minutes, and to Pawlowsk in forty 
minutes. Both places will therefore be converted into suburbs of St. 
Petersburg, as the time alone fixes the distance. If a passenger is for- 
warded by the railway for about 14 rubles, there can be no doubt that as 
the line runs 1} miles from the Ligofka to the Fontanka Canal in the 
interior of the town, a great traffic may be calculated upon. 

To be continued. . 
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Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Rail Road. 

The following letters were among the documents submitted by the Gov- 
érnor ven his message, to the State Legislature of South Carolina. 

Charleston, Nov. 24, 1828. 

Dear Sir—I am addressing you a further reply to your enquiry as to 
the probable nett revenue of the road, which I will send you by to-morrow’s 
mail—meanwhile, |_am just reminded, that in all my answers to you, I 
have: calculated from Columbia to the summit of the Blue Ridge for the 
North Carolina Line—which lies 30 miles this side. The cost therefore of 
eonstructing the Rail Road to the North Carolina Line may be assumed, 
at say, three millions, instead of four—the distance f20, instead of 150 
miles, &c. I[ will append a note to that effect to the communication to 
be sent you to-morrow. Respecifully, your friend and servant, 

WM. GIBBS Mc NEIL. 
His Excellency Pierce M. Butler, Columbia. 

Engineer’s Office, L. C. & C. R. R. Co. 
Charleston, November 22, 1833. 

To the Governor of South Carolina— 
Sir—The letter from your Excellency, dated the 27th ultimo, was not 

received until my arrival here a few days since, and my reply to it has been 
deferred in the expectation that it could be conveyed through the President 
of the Company, (with whom l| was desirous to confer,) but whom, I re- 
gret, in consequence of illness in his family, | could not apply to on 
business. Availing, however, of the brief period prior to the meeting of 
the Legislature, | have the honor. in reply to your enquiries, to’ state— 

1. That, so far from entertaining a“ doubt of the practicability of con- 
structing the proposed Rail Road from Charleston to Lexington and the 
Ohio River, but especially to the North.Carolina line,” the surveys of the 
past season, and much reflection on my part, have served to confirm me 
in the opinion expressed at the first annual meeting of the stockholders, at 
Flat Rock, in 1837, not only of the greut feasibility of the project, but the 
far greater facility with which the passage of the Alleghany Mountain, 
may be effected by the routes within the limits of our surveys, than in any 
ether section of the United States, with which we are acquainted.” Several 
routes surveyed for our Rail Road, connecting the Eastern and Westerm 
routes, through the Carolinas, are distinguished over all others, ‘ by 
the greatease with which it enables us, from the Eastern or Southern base’ 
of the great chain of mountains, (below which, to the City of Charleston, 
we all know the favorable character ofthe country)so to distrinite the ascent 
as gradually to attain the very summit of the Alleghany, or Blue Ridge, 
at inclinations far within the limits of the advantageous application of 
locomotive engines,(and witout the intervention of a 2 single i in:line requir. 
ing stationary power,) and peculiarly are they so by the extraordinary faci- 
lity with which the descent Westward is effected from the summit of the 
Great Alleghany Range, for the distance of 145 miles, or even as far as 
the City of Knoxville. “For our opporti nities of information, and the data 
on which our opinions are founded, I respectfully refer you to the Report 
of the Chief and Associated Engineers, submitted at the meeting of the 
Stockholders already a!luded to. 

2d. * The probable cost of extending the Rail Road from Columbia to 
the North Carolina line.” It will of course depend on the route ultimately 
selected, and the plan on which it shall be concluded to construet the 
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7 334 Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Rail Read. 

i work. But assuming, for the present occasion, the adoption of one of the 
’ . several practicable routes by which the Rail Road may be extended from 
LY Columbia to the North-Carolina line, (a distance of about 150 miles,) and 

that the road will be constructed in the most perfect manner-—so as to be 
efficient and durable (as described in a recent Report which I had the 
honor to submit at Ashville,) I feel. very confident that the maximum cost 
of this portion may be safely assumed at four millions one hundred and 
twenty-five thousand dollars ; or more probably it will not exceed the sum 
of three millions, seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 

3. ‘* The shortest time in which the road could be completed to the 
North-Carolina line, if every facility be provided,” will not be less than 
three years, and need certainly not exceed four years ; andas I have on 
another occasion stated, if vigorous operations be persevered in, I am san- 
guine inthe belief, we should beenabled “to triumph over every obstacle, 
and even as early as the year 1846, to.celebrate the entire completion of 
this.stupendous enterprise, even to the Ohio River.” For my further 
views on this point, I beg leave to refer your Excellency to my last Annual 
Report to the President of the Company—page 56. 

4th. I have not the means at hand, nor does time by any means suffice, 
to estimate with satisfactory precision, ‘the probable nett proceeds of the 
road when finished to the North-Carolina line.” It would indeed be diffi- 
cult, under any circumstances, to determine the ratio ofexisting trade, and 
intercourse, and the inevitable inerease in these sources of revenue, which 
invariably attend improved means of transportation, and of intercommuni- 
cation, by which the resources of a vast and fertile region are to be devel- 
oped. If we look to the results of internal improvement in other sections 
of our country—in the States of New-York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and else- 
where—we find that already they far exceed the most sanguine expec- 
tations of the most intelligent projectors and advocates of the system,which 
is thus strikingly exemplified in the recent and most able report upon the 
finances and internal improvements of the State of New-York, submitted 
to its Legislature by Samuel B. Ruggles, Esq. After stating that one of 
the most distinguished advocates of the system, (Gov. Morris,) ‘ in the 
singularly eloquent and animated memorial in which he endeavored to 
enforce upon the Legislature its importance,” asked, “ whether it would 

be deemed extravagant to predict that the Canals within twenty years, 
would annually bring down 250,000 tons ?”—Mr. Ruggles proceeds no 
state; ‘‘ the actual amount which reached thetide, in 1936, 697,347 tons, 
or nearly threefold the quantity estimated by Mr. Morris; and the total 
tonnage of that year, ascending and descending, exceeded thirteen hun- 
dred thousand tons : and illustrative of the progressive increase of revenue, 
we are further informed by Mr- R. that “ the tolls of the Canals in 1823, 
one year before their completion, were $340,000. In the next year they 
reached $566,000, and rose in 1826, to $762,000. The consequences of 
this enlightened policy of the State of New-York in developing her resour- 

ey ces, have proved, instead of the burthen apprehended by some. of her first 
- 2 citizens,and as expressed by a distinguished opponent of the system,(*that 
Ef internal improvement, is but another name for eternal taxation.” Mr. 

AY Ruggles succinctly states to be that, *‘the State, within the last twenty years 
had quadrupled its productive property, relieved its citizens from taxation, 
and now enjoys a clear annaal revenue of nearly eight hundred thousand 
dollars!” Yetit is doubtlessly apprehended by many, that because we are 

) perhaps less favorably situated, we cannot reasonably anticipate similar 
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results —or, in fine, however desirable it may be to improve the State, we 
ean scarcely compete successfully, for even a portion of the trade of the 

reat and growing West. On this subject, without obtruding my opinion, 
beg leave to point you to weightier authority—that of the Unite.! States 

Board of Engineers, who some years since, in theirreport, on a connection 
of the Eastern and Western,(after develoy ing the immense resources of the 
Eastern and Western States, and the necessity of their having numerous 
communications with the sea)—remarks, ‘* these States will, therefore, 
require a certain number of outlets to facilitate the exportation of all these 
products, and the importation of the returns ; and it isdoubtful if even four 
of these outlets will be found practicable between the Juniatta and the 

_ Savannah rivers, even by the combination of Canals and Rail Roads. 
‘Thus instead of fearing that these communications will not be profitable, 
we should rather apprehend that at a future day they will be found insaffi- 
cent for the passage of the trade between the West and-the East.” 

But, in order to furnish you this ‘by the Express Mail of to-day, that it 
may reach you in time, I must postpone what I might further add, till I 

_, ahall have the honor to meet you next week in Columbia. With great 
respect, I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

(Signed) WM. GIBBS Mc NEILL. 

Report of a survey of a route for the extension of the Western and Ailantie 
Railroad . : 

Orrice or THE W. anv A, Raitroap, 
Cassville, Oct. 15th, 1538. 

To the Board ef Commissioners of the Western and Atlantic Railroad. 

Gentlemen :—In obedience to your instructions, dated on the 11th of 
July, dast a reconnoisunce and survey were instituted for the purpose of 
ascertaining the most faverable route for the extension of the Western and 
Atlantic Railroad, from the Tennessee line to the easterly margin of the 
‘'ennessee rivir. In order to accomplish these objects in the most effec- 
tual and conclusive manner, and wiih a degree of expedition deemed re- 
quisite to their timely performance. Mr. Whitwell was directed to make 
a careful examination of all routes having any claim to consideration on 
account of the facilities afforded by them, for the desired extension ; and 
brigades No. 1, and No. 2, the former under the direction of Mr. Brown, 
and the latter under the direction of Mr. Williams, assistant engineers in 
the railroad service, were assigned to the execution of all surveys neces- 
sary to a clear developement of the relative merits of the several routes in 
question. In further‘explanation of the nature and object of the duties 
assigned those gentlemen, | take leave to refer to the instructions.given 
them, a copy of which, marked EF, is appended to this paper. 

In accordance with the instructions referred to, the reconnoisance and 
surveys were recommenced at an early date in August, and prosecuted 
with energy and ability, and with a direct view to the attainment of all the 
information called for. 
“ Mr. Whitwell’s report on the reconnoisance (see document marked B 
herewith submitted, )is so lucid and replete with all appropriate intelligence 
in reference to the aspect of the country, the general position, bearing 
and relations of all routes having any claim to consideration, and sath 
elusive, with respect to the several localities traversed by the route most 
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favorable. for an extension. of the, road from. the.Tennessee line to the 
Tennessee river, that I forbear to enlarge upon these topics, (except by 
signifying my concurrence with the views therein presented. 
. Agreeably to surveys heretofore made, which have been sufficiently 
discussed in former reports, the point at which it has been deemed advi- 
sable to strike the Tennessee line, is situated in that line at the distance 
of about eight miles eastwardly of Rossville. Accordingly this point was 
selected as the place at which the surveys under consideration should be 
commenced. _ From this point to the Tennessee river, the following route, 
in addition to numerous other experimental lines, have been deemed 
worthy of an instrumental survey, viz: a route leading thence north- 
wardly to Van’s Ferry—a route leading westwardly to the mouth of the 
Chickamaugee, aud three routes leading westwardly and southwardly, 
two-of them to Ross’ Landing, and the other to Gardenhire’s Landing ; 
the distances on which respectively, as measured fiom the assumed point 
to the eastern margin of ‘Tennessee river, have been found as follows: 

From the Tennessee line to Van's Ferry, the distance is 12 miles, 1320 
feet. 

From the Tennessee line to the mouth of Chickamaugee, is 12 miles, 
422 feet. ; 

From the Tennessee line to Gardenhire’s Landing, 14 miles, 3362 feet. 
Do. via Kenan’s.mill, to Ross’ Landing, 15 miles, 4632 feet. 
Do. via tunnel through Mission Ridge to Ross’ Landing, 11 miles, 

2720 feet. 
The foregoing are the results derived from careful surveys. and exhibits 

in copious details in, the reports of Messrs. Williams & Brown, which I 
herewith submit, and to which I beg leave respectfully to refer. (See 
document marked C and D.) 

The drawings accompanying those documents, which have been exe- 
_ cuted with a degree of skill, neatness, and precision, highly creditable to 
the drafitsmen employed thereon, exhibit with sufficient clearness the cha- 
ftacters of several routes traversed by them, and the relations existing 
between thera and various important points on the Tennessee river, and 
in its vicinity. To these I also take leave to refer for a correct view of 
the several subjects just adverted to. 

The chart executed under the direction of Mr. Whitwell as an accom- 
paniment of his report, (sce drawing marked E.) has been prepared from 
the returns made in reference to the surveys of the Cherokee lands, within 
the State of Tennessee, and exhibits not only a synoptical view of the 
several routes surveyed for the railroad, but shows the positions. and 
number of the lots traversed by each route. Special care has been taken 
to render this document as correct as circumstances would permit, espe- 
cially in so far as it relates to the route deemed most favorable. 

In further explanation of the relative merits of the several routes under 
consideration, I subjoin the following tabular exhibit in which are pre- 
sented the designation of each route, beginning at the assumed point on 
the Tennessee line, viz: a point on the north side, and about midway of 
Lot No. 5, District 28, and Section 3 of Cherokee land District, in Geor- 
ia; the distance on each route from the Tennessee line to the Tennessee 

rivet, and the estimated probable cost of constructing a railroad on the 
seVeral routes respectively, which is as follows : 

Beginning at the assumed point and running thence to— 
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DISTANCE. 60ST. 
‘No. Miles, Feet. Dolls. ch. 

}st.. Northwardly, to Van’s Ferry, 12 1320 123,154 95 
- 2d, Westwardly,to mouth ofChickamaugee,12 422 158,623 70, 
3d. Via Chickamaugee Gap to Gardenhire's, 14 3362 192,544 50 

4th. Via Chickamaugee direct’ to. Ross’ 
Landing, 15 4632 236,503 05 

Sth. Via Chickamaugee by Detour to Ross’ | 
Landing, 17 2913 . 221,245 00 

6th. Via Tunnel in Mission Ridge to Ross’ 
Landing. 11 3720 654,773 05 

From the foregoing statements, which have been derived from the 
results presented in the documents already cited, it is manifest that route 
No. I, loathing northwardly to Van’s Ferry, is only a few feet longer than 
route No. 2 2, and that the cost of construction on the former is very consi- 
derably less than on any other route, even less than on the route leading 
westwardly to the mouth of the Chickamaugee, which is about 300 feet 
shorter. But in consideration of the pledge implicitly given that the 
railroad should reach the ‘Tennessee river at a point as low down as 
practicable, shortness of distance, facility of transportation, and cheapness 
of construction, being regarded as governing principles of the location ; 
and in view of the obstructions opposed to the navigation of the Tennessee, 
which occur ia that river, between Van’s Ferry and the mouth of the 
Chickamaugee—in consideration of striking the Tennessee at a point 
most favorable for a prolongation of the route beyond this river, and in a 
direction towards Nashville, &c., 1 do not hesitate to recommend the 
route to the mouth of the Chickamaugee as preferable to that leading to 
Van’s Ferry; while the comparison exhibited in the above table shows 
its decided preference over every other route presented in the table. 

In accordance with the provisions of the laws of Georgia, under which ~ 
I have acted, in prosecuting the survey and location of the railroad} 1 
have deemed it my duty to designate a point on the eastern margin of the 
Tennessee, at which the shortest and best route from the Chattahoochee 
to that river should-have its northerly terminus... The trace of the route 
pursued by the railroad, from the Chattahoochee river to the Tennessee 
line; which, with the exception of afew deviations, found by subsequent 
surveys to be advisable, has already been designated i in a former report to 
his Excellency, the late Governor of Ge oreia, “under date of November 79 

° 1837. The route thus revised and amended, is still regarded as the 
shortest and best that can be found. leading in an appropriate direction 
across the broken and diversified region that must be traversed by the 
railroad. The distance on the revised route from the Chattahooeliee to 
the Tennessee Line, is 115 miles, 147 feet. Accordingly, this distance, 
added to the extent of route No. 2, which has been deemed as above, the 
shortest and best route from the Tennessee line to the Tennessee river, 
gives for the aggregate extent of the shortest and best route from the 
Chattahoochee to the Tennessee river, 127 miles, 569 feet. 

The propriety of designating a single point only, as the northern ter- 
minus of the Railroad, is inferred from a literal construction of the laws 
enacted in reference to the rail road. Whereas the spirit of the law and 
the exigencies of the case, seem to call. not merely for a point, but for an’ 
extensive area or field, for the display of all the abilities, capacities, and 
energies of the rail road which must hereafter he had in requisition for the 

a 
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accommodation of the diversified and widely extended business trana- 
actions that will sooner or later, in all human probability, be concen; 
trated at this place. In such an event, an area of many miles, instead of 
a'single pomt will be required as the site of the extensive emporium which 
we have in anticipation, an area which will embrace the entire district, 
bounded northwardly by the Chickamungee, westwardly by the niission 
Ridge, and extending downward in the valley of the ‘Tennessee, nearty 
té Lookout Mountain. In anticipation of such an Emporium, | venture 
to suggest the method of affording it all the accommodation that will be 
required, as far as they relate to the Western and Atlantic rail road. 

By. extending the route onward from the Tennessee line about 9* 
nfiles, whiclr carries on the route selected through the Mission Ridge, we 
arrive at the point in the valley of the Chickamangee, and near Kenans’ 
mills, from which divergent routes may proceed in various directions, 
leading tothe mouth of the Chickamangee, Gardenhire’s Landing, Ross 
Landing, and to almost every other point.on the margin of Tennessee 
river, between the mouth of the Chickamaugee and Lookout’ mountain. 

The point of divergement above designated, is situated in the route 
selected, within a few hundred feet of the Chickamangee, is said to be 
navigable for steamboats. in all stages, at which the ‘fumbling shoals, 
Lookout and Ross’ island shoals, are passable for the same craft. Ac- 
cordingly, but for the letter of the law, which calls for an extension of the 
road to the margin of ‘Tennessee river, this point might be assumed as 
the northern terminus of the railroad. The choice of such a terminus,. 
howeyer,should. be predicated on the extension of the several embranch- 
ments above contemplated, to the margin of the river, the extent of the 
branches varying from ten and three-fourths to eight miles, according to 
the particular points on the river to which they respectively tend. 
‘The following table will exhibit the position, relative extent, and cost 

ofthe several routes already surveyed from the poitt of divergence to the: 
‘Tennessee river, which are as follows, viz : 
Bezinning at ths point of divergence and running thence to— 

DISTANCE. PROB. COST: 
No. Miles, Feet. Dolls. Cts. 
Ist. Mouth of Chickamaugee, 2 3440 29,121 30 
2d, Gardenhire’s Lunding, 5 +100 62,362 75 
3d. Via Deep Cut to Ross’ Landing, 6 2370 126,760 30 
4th. Via Detour to Ross’ Landing, 7 4931 90,063 25 

_It should be further observed.in reference te route No. 1, as exhibited 
im. the above table, that it passes on very fayerable ground, and by & 
remarkably direct course, which it pursues along the margin of the 
Chickamaugee valley, and in the vicinity of the stream itself quite to the 
margin of the Tennessee river, which it reaches at an elevation beyend 
the reach of the highest freshets. 

With respect to the business connexions that may be found between the 
railroad and the. Tennessee river, at the several points above designated, 
as also at numerous other points, both on the bank of the Tennessee anc 
those of the Chickamaugee, conveniences and facilities on a scale com- 
Mensurate with.any demand that may hereafter be made for such accom~ 
modations, aresundoubtedly to be found _ [ have the honor to be, gentle~ 
me, very. respectfully, your. most obedient serv ant, 

S. G. Lone,.Chief Engineer. 

he on me te -e C Se e oe- S B 
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For the Railroad Journal and Mechanics’ .Tagazine: et 

yas A Single Rail Railroad. 

GentLemen,—I know not what may be your opinion on the subject F 

am about to offer, but however it may differ from mine, [ presume your 

impartiality will not suffer you to. reject a few lines from a subscriber, 

which, if altogether efroneous, will give an opportunify to abler pens and 

wiser heads to expose tlreir errors. 

I have reference to the plan, a model of which was exhibited at the last 

fair of the American Institute, of what the exhibitor and proprietor, Mr. 

Emmons, called a Single Kail Railroad—I was in hopes to have seen it 

noticed by some one abler than myself to do it justice ; but as no one else 

has yet offered, [ venture te hazard my opinion on cue subject, which if it 

is worth nothing, wlll cost nothing but the reading. 

There are, perhaps, few other subjects of deeper interest to the public, at 
the present time, than that of Railroads, and no enterprize in which more 
capital is likely to be invested; it is, consequently, of the highest impor- 
fance to arrive at the perfection of the improvement as early as possible. 
Its advantages have already marked a new era in the progress of civilizn- 
fion.. But itis still attended with some inconveniences, which it would 
eertainly be most desirable to obviate. It is true, the vast expense is no” 
objection, but still economy would dictate to reduce it, if the reduction 
can be effected, without any sacrifice of its advantages. Its liability to 
disasters from interruptions placed on the track, either by accident or de- 
sign, has already been the cause of many serious misfortunes; and the 
inconveniences arising from snow in the winter in our northern latitudesy 
are caleulated to produce expense and delay. 

The plan offered by Mr. Emmons of placing two cars in suspension, 
balancing each other and a single rail between them, is either practicable’ 
and consequently useful, or it is not so; if the affirmative be correct—if 
there is not some insuperable objection to the plan, then in the first place, 
it will reduce the expense of construetion, which is an object of great 
importance ; in the next place, the elevated situation of the single rail 
puts it altogether out of the reach of those casualties which are now, and 

must be under the present mode of construction, of frequent occurrence. 
And lastly, it will be free from any interruption from snow. 

If the. negative of the. question be true, it must be easy fer those whe 
#re masters of the subject to show it, and may be fairly considered as @ 
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duty which they owe to the public. I make no pretensions to infallibility, ; 
but | have been conversant with mechanical subjects during a somewhat i 
protracted life; and I confess, if there is anything impracticable in the 5 
vlan, I have not the sagacity to discover it. n 

It is objected that the plan is not new—that it has been tried and n 
rejected ; this is in some measure true. A part only of the plan has e 
been tried, and though the original projector may be entitled to the eredit 
of first suggesting the plan, yet his unsuccessful experiment only served h 
to point out the way for further improvements. ‘Those improvements are b 
what Mr. E. claims as original, and they are, in my humble opinion, a 
entirely sufficient to ensure its success if put to practice. a 

The accompanying cut is given more clearly to illustrate the improve- p 
ment of Mr. Emmons. b 

An Oxp Mecuanic. I 
t 
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Probable duration of English Coal Beds. : 

In the fifth edition of Mr. Bakewell’s Introduction to Geology, just 
published, there are some remarks on the duration of English coal, in 
addition to the observations made in the former editions of the work, t! 
whicl: were quoted in evidence given on the subject in a commitiee of the v 
House of Commons. After noticing the report of the commiitee, which tl 
estimated the annual consumption of coal in Great Britain at twenty-two is 
millions seven hundred thousand tons, Mr. Bakewell proceeds to observe: a 

«The increasing demand for coal in the iron furnaces, and for steam I 
earriages, will probably soon raise the quantity of coal annually consumed d 
to thirty millions of tons, without adding to this ten millions of tons for J 
coal left and wasted in the mines. A better idea of the consumption of 
coul will, perhaps, be formed by stating the quantity of coal burned in the 
furnaces of one house only (Messrs. Guest, of Myrther Tydvil, in Gla- 
morganshire,) which is 870 tons per day, or 300,000 tons yearly; the 
amount of iron produced is 59,000 tons =‘Thisis a larger quantity of iron 
than was made by al! the furnaces of Great Britain ard Wales in the tl 
year 1760, and exceeds the quantity of iron at present made in Scotland, tl 
which in 1827 was only 36,500 tons. Surely when such an immense th 
quantity of coal is required for domestic use and manufactures, it cannot a 
be wise to encourage, or even to.admit, the export of coal to foreign parts. d 
The coal so exported, exclusive of that to Ireland and the colonies, is f 
500,000 tons annually. The duty on exported coal was entirely taken E 
off in 1835, to satisfy the great landed proprietors in the north of England. t] 
I have before stated that the coal in Northomberland and Durham would tl 
at the present rate of consumption be exhausted in 350 years. An agent 
of one of the northern proprietors, in his evidence befvre the House of 
Commons, extended the duration of the northern coal fields to 1,727 

years, estimating that there remained 732 square miles of coal in Nor- | 
~ thumberland and Durham still unwrought, a:! that the average thick- . 

ness of the coal is twelve feet. In this calcula:ion it seems to have been be 
assumed that each workable bed of coal extends under the whole coal ss 
field, but many of the best and thickest beds of coal crop out long before 
they reach the western termination of the coal districts, or are eut off by 
faults or denudations. Professor Buckland, in his evidence on the sub- 
ject, estimates the duration of the coal at the present rate of consumption 
to be 400 years. Professor Sedgwick, who is well acquainted with the 
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ope) strata of Northumberland and Durham, anc had examined persons 
of great experience, gave his opinion respecting the duration of the coal 

t in these counties as follows:—' | am myself convinced that with the pre 
e sent increased and increasing demand for coal, 400 years will leave little 

more than the name of our best coal seams;’ and he further adds, ‘ our 
J northern coal field will probably be on the wane before 300 years have 

elapsed’ 
t Mr. Bakewell concludes his remarks on this subject by observing that 
i his former anticipations, that improved methods of burning coal would 
" be discovered, have been realised to a great extent; in proof of which he ‘ 

ly alludes to statements made at the last meeting of the British Association 
at Liverpool, of the use of the culm or dry coals of South Wales, by em- 

’ ploying the hot blast, in smelting ironstone, which coal it had formerly 
been attempted to use for that purpose without success. ‘“‘ If,” continues 
Mr. Bakewell, ‘‘ the use of the hot blast is found everywhere to succeed, 
the consumption of coal in the iron furnaces will be reduced one-half. It 
may, however be doubted whether this reduction will equal the increasing 
demand for coal fur steam-vessels and rail road carriages, and the various 
manufactures of Great Britain. —Farmer's Mag. 

st 

n Number of Patents in France.—It appears, from authentic documents, 
, that the following number of patents for inventions and improvements 
e was granted in France from the Ist of July, 1791, the period at which 
’ they were first accorded, to the Ist of January inthis year. The account 
o is divided into the fullowing periods :—During the Constitutional Mon- 

archy, which lasted but three years, 67 patents were granted ; during the 
n Republic (fourteen years) 301; during the Empire (eight years) 606 ; 
d during the Restoration, (sixteen years) 3383; during the Monarehy of 
; July (seven years) 3018; total during the whole period 7375.—Min. Jour. 
f 

: Abstract of Papers read at the Institution of Civil Engineers. 

e “On the Ventilation of Tunnels. By W. West.’ 

a This paper contains an account of some experiments on the tempera- 
© ture of the air in a tunnel on the Leeds and Selby Railway. There are 
, three shafts in the tunnel; and Mr. West observes, the temperature of 
| the external air being thirty-four degrees, the temperature at the mouth 
rt and as far as the first shaft was thirty-four and a half, but that imme- 
“ diately beyond this shaft it rose to thirty-five degrees, and increased uni- 
is f rmly up to the farther end, at which point it was fifty-seven degrees, 
a From this fact the author infers that the air passed up the shaft, and that 
. the tunnel would be more completely ventilated without any shafts ; and 
: that shafts generally are an impediment to perfect ventilation: 
| 

if “ Wordsdale’s Method of Transferring Letter Bags.” 

: The apparatus invented by Mr. Wordsdale for changing the letter bags 
| on the railways without diminishing the speed at which the carriages are 
* travelling, is exceedingly simple. The bag to be taken up is hung on an 
rf arm projecting from a post, generally a lamp post; and the bag to be left 

is suspended at the end of a rod projecting from the back of the railway 
carriage. The guard knows the exact distance to which this rod is to be 

‘ ushed out; and the projecting iron of the lamp-post receives the bag to 
‘ leit at the same instant that a projecting iron on the guard’s rod sweeps 
" off the bag to be taken up. This exchange is certain, and effected with- 

out any loss of time. 



"Rail Roads,—General Gaines has kindly furnished us with a dingrata 
ofa system of railroads, planned’ by himself, to extend over the United 
States. An inspection of the diagram shows Kentucky and Tennessee | 
to be the centre from which railroads branch out to all points of the Union, —— 
connectitig, for instance, New-Orleans with Portland in Maine; Buffalo 
and Plattsburgh, in New-York ; Detroit, in Michigan; Chicago, in Illinois; 
Cliarleston, in South-Carolina ; Fort Gibson, in Arkansas ; St. Louis, in 
Missouri, and several other points still fartherto the Far West. The 
work, says Gen. Gaines, is designed. in time of war, to enable us to wield 

our fighting men. with their arms and ammunition, for central and middle 
Stutes to the most vulnerable points of attack on our sea-board and inland 
border—in one-tenth part of the time and at one-tenth part of the ex. 
pense, that m»vements would cost on ordinury roads. It is a work, more- 
over, retidered indissoluble by its great and imperishable utiliry to the 
States and people in general—giving safety to our national independence 
—encouragement to literature and science—profitable extension to agri- 
culture, and protection to the manufacturing and mechanic arts—thereby 
tending to make our beloved country prosperous and happy in peace and 
impregnable in war. This scheme, taken altogether, is grand and sub- 
lime, and if carried into effect wou‘d make the United States the greatest 
nation on earth. Success, we say, to the martial patriot and his august 
plans for the protection and aggrandizement ofhis country.-N. O. Bulletin. 

. 

Wilmington Road.—The Wilmingtonand Halifax Rail Road Company 
have opened two sections of their rail road, one at the north end, of 13 
milesin extent, which brings the road southwardly to Enfield, the other, of 
40 miles in length, which carries it 10 Fairn’s Depot, at Goshen, complet- 
‘ing thereby, $7 miles of the rail road, and reducing the staging to 90 miles 
only.—Ten miles more will be finished in November, and !0 in December 
next, leaving, at the time, but 60 miles of the road to be done. 

Raleigh and Gaston Road.—We understand that another section of this 
Road, eight miles in length, will be opened this week—the termination 
being at Union Chapel, within'four miles of Tar River, and about thirty- 
five from Raleigh. So soon as the Bridge across Tar River is completed, 
which will be effected this winter, the residue of the Road will be speedily 
finished. 

* Our Subscribers. who have so promptly put us in possession of the means of con- 
tinuing the publication of the Journal, will please accept eur thanks. Those who 
have not yet found the leisure to attend to so small a matter, will please give us, at 
nearly period, some abiding evidence of their desire for the continuance and pros- 
perity of the Journal. 

x*r Should any subscribor, whose subseription remains unpaid, miss the Railroad 
Journal, or:not receive it as heretofore, he will please nof attribute’ its:absence to a 
suspension of tts publication, but to his own “ saspension’’ of payment for it. 

Errata.—Owing to the circumstances mentioned in a late number, the 
following errors crept into the Description of the Philadelphia and 
Reading Railroad : 

Page 252—9 lines from the top, the word “ nine” is used instead of * none.” The non- 
sense is so evident, that we presume our readers have made the correction themselves, 

> 8» 26213 lines from the bottom; for * Irvin’s Lattice,”’ read 'Town’a Lattice.” 
ot, 232-1 ‘“ . & .° for “ Queensport Truss,” read “ Qucenspost Truss.”’ 
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